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THE HEOCNIC APPOOArn: NO PANACEA FOR VAUJ:rn3 WATER QUALITY CliANGES 

Cleve E. Willis and Jdhn H. Foster 

"It is the nature of l!Odels in economics that their assli!Tptions 
are to sane extent unrealistic. The data are indadequate; variables 
are measured with error; and the definitions of empirical variables 
seldom correspond precisely to the theoretical constructs. " 

The hedonic approach has been advanced re
cently as an inportant tool for assessing the 
value of non-market environmental attributes. In 
its most usual form, the method involves an at
tempt econometrically to capture differential 
prices for homes attributable to variations in 
the environmental characteristic. This technique 
has been applied with success for a variety of 
attributes - most notably the stu<¥ of air pol
lution. HCJ.'Iever, the case studies reported here 
for water quality valuation were nuch less suc
cessful. We advance several reasons why the he
donic approach J"C"BY be ill-suited to measuring the 
value of water quality. 

INI'ROOOcriCN 

Reaching the goals for water pollution con
trol established cy Congress in 1972 and subse
quent amendments has been estimated to cost $167 
billion in 1978 dollars (AnCII'¥J!Ous). By 1980, 
$26.6 billion of federal funds had been obligated 
for the program along with additional state, lo
cal, and private funds. Until recently, the po
litical system has pretty nueh accepted both the 
goals and the expenditures required to reach them 
without nueh analysis of the relationship between 
these costs and the benefits of achieving the 
goals. 

One reason for the neglect of the benefits 
side, of course, is the difficulty of measuring 
the derrand for public cpods. Indeed, such empir
ical measurement is arguably still in its infan
cy, the recent flurry of activity in this area 
notwithstanding. Recent attention has turned to 
two techniques: the hedonic (property value) and 
s~ approaches, with the former the best kn<J.'In 
and most widely adopted (see Broc:Xshire, et al. 
[1982]). The single attempt to value water (iual
ity inprovements on a national basis follONed 
this approach. Using changes in selling prices 
of residential property as a measure of the bene
fits of cleaner water, Dornbusch and Barrager es
timated a national value of pollution abatement 
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of $1. 3 billion. The stu<¥ was subject to crip
pling methodoligical weaknesses (Willis, Foster, 
Sewall) which prarpted this stu<¥ • The later 
work of Epp and Al-Ani in Pennsylvania avoided 
many of these weaknesses; h<J.'Iever, the untested 
pooling of data across o::mnunities leaves unan
swered questions on the feasibility of the hedon
ic technique in establishing the value of water 
pollution abatement. A similar approach was ta
ken cy Witte, Stmka and Ereikson in stue¥ing hous
ing rrarkets. While thE¥ estimated their hedonic 
price equation separately for four different cit
ies, thE¥ constrained the denand and supply pa
rameters to be identical across these cities. 
Concerns with this approach are expressed cogent
ly in Br<J.'In and Rosen. 

Our experience reported bel<J.'I was substan
tially less successful in detecting property 
value inpacts of water pollution abatement. These 
negative findings are corrbined with sane theoret
ical arguments in the final section to call 
into serious question the validity of estinates 
of water quality irrprovements based on the hedon
ic technique. But, first, we provide bel<J.'I the 
briefest of background on the conpeting hedonic 
and survf:¥ techniques. 

HEOCNIC AND SURVEY APPOOACHES 

These techniques have been subject to in
tense theoretical scruti.J¥ (and criticism) in the 
past several years; thus our cursory treatment 
here. Broc:Xshire, et al. [1982] provide a com
parison of these approaches. 

Hedonic Approach: This approach, based on 
theoretical develo_rments of the early 70's -
notably Rosen -- asstmtes that variation in hous
ing values reflects variation in public good 
characteristics (like water quality) in addition 
to its structural, locational and other charac
teristics. Alternative]¥, variations in wages or 
salaries are sometimes used to reflect the bene
fits of environmental inprovements -- see Bayless 
for an exanple applied to air quail ty changes. 
In principle, given the conditions necessary for 
identification, one should be able to estinate 
the denand for the environmental characteristic 
cy: regressing house sales prices against all 
characteristics; using the estinated coefficients 
of the environmental characteristics and the 
actual values of the characteristic for the 
houses in the sample to compute inplicit marginal 
prices for the characteristic; and, finally, re
gressing these inplicit prices against the char
acteristics and other variables such as incane. 
The technique has been used to value such public 
goods or bads as air pollution, climate, noise, 
and water pollution abatement. 



Freeman offered an excellent survey of the 
theoretical underpinnings and criticisms of the 
approach. The criticism:; roughly center on three 
areas: the underlying theory is seen as requir
ing unduly restrictive asst..tptions about such 
things as the utility function; assunptions of 
equilibrium in the housing na!ket are considered 
so unrealistic as to bring the validity of any 
results into question; and a belief in general 
that observed associations between public goods 
characteristics could be I!Dre a rratter of spuri
ous correlation than a reflection of a true un
derlying relation. We errphasize several specific 
and rather obvious caveats -- viz. , for water 
quality valuations the technique does not theo
retically measure all benefits fran pollution 
abatement but rather only those recognized 1:::¥ the 
actors in the riparian residential property rrar
ket. Benefits that will not be captured 1:::¥ resi
dential price studies include recreation, viBNs, 
and general environrrental inprovement as seen 
fran roads and bridges for non-riparian resi
dents, option value of wildlife enhancement, 
slQ.o/ed weathering of structures in contact with 
the stream water, and possible benefits to dc:INn
stream nunicipalities and industries which punp 
water fran the stream for use. 

Survey Approach: The prirra.ry alternative 
=ently is to ask individuals direct.l¥ to re
veal their willingness to pay for public goods. 
This approach has also been subjected to consid
erable criticism; centered in this instance on 
the possibility of strategic behavior in respond
ing to these questions as well as those of the 
hypothetical nature of the questions serves to 
minimize strategic bias, although it reduces in
centives to give accurate answers. Much of this 
is reported in Brockshire, et al. [1980], Bishbp 
and Heberlein, and in Smith-:- Brockshire, et al. 
[1982] apply both techniques to the case of air 
quality in Los Angeles with an assuring degree of 
consistency of results. 

EMPIRICAL EXPERIENCE 

'!Wo studies of the valuation of water quali
ty changes via inpact of such shifts on house 
prices are reported belQ.ol. The descriptions are 
deliberatel¥ kept brief in order to reserve space 
for developing inplications in the subsequent 
section. The studies are reported fully in Wil
lis, Foster and Sewall. 

Western Massachusetts: '!he oontiguoos i:Q.olns 
of Great Barrington and Stockbridge were initial-
1¥ selected for stu~. '!he sanple consisted of 
residential prcperties which: were single family 
&rellings, were located within 1500 feet of the 
Housatonic River, contained five acres or less, 
and were sold between Januaxy 1962 and June 1980. 
Data were gathered on structural and locat ional 
characteristics for 47 households in Stockbridge 
and 34 in Great Barrington, and on water quality. 
Inforrration on sales transactions and sane prop
erty characteristics was secured fran the offices 
of the tQ.oln assessors. The rerraining inforrration 
was obtained 1:::¥ a survey administered to property 
Q.o/ners. This on-site questionnaire also elici
ted perceptions of water quality and questioned 
Q.o/ners on willingness-to-pay for water quality 
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inprovements. 
Coinciding with the CO!lpletion of water 

pollution control facilities on the Housatonic 
River, . water quality in this area :inproved cy
about 1975 from a level in violation of water 
quality standards to a rating level of Class c 
{suitable for recreational boating and as a habi
tat for wildlife and fish, but not for swimning). 
About half of the householders noticed a change 
in water quality, while the rest perceived no im
provement. 

Several I!Ddel specifications were examined, 
with negligible differences in results. {One 
version, for exarrple, asstmled that water quality 
inproved in steps during the period rather than 
viBNing the changes as taking place in 1975 
only. ) Therefore, we offer only one for illus
tration: 
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is a dunmy variable 

assigned a value of unity if the property was 
purchased in 1975 or after, x..,

1 
is distance from 

the river in feet, x22 is x;() times x21' u. is 
the usual stochastic error t:erm and 8 0 are1the 
urKnQ.oln paraneters. The interpretation rlf 13~0 is 
the change in property value due to the inpi'ove
rnent in water quality; its expected sign is posi
tive. The paraneter 13 is the change in proper
ty value resulting tf.an a one foot increase in 
distance fran the river during the pre-1975 per
iod. Its expected sign is ani:>iguous and depends 
upon whether the river quality is perceived as 
att.ractive or repulsive. The interpretation of 
822 is as the differential change in property 
value due to distance from the river after the 
water quality changes relative to before; its 
sign should be negative, reflecting the expecta
tion that property values will decrease I!Dre {or 
increase less) with distance after the water 
quality changes. Partial results of Classical 
Least Squares estirration are provided in Table 1. 

Four of the variables not reported here were 
statistically significant at the 90% level or 
better {lot size, hane size in square feet, index 
of house condition, nuniber of bathrcx:rns), and of 
the anticipated sign. Unfortunately, the three 
variables of interst in Table 1 were not, and the 
positive sign on e 22 is certainly counter-intui
tive. 

In a situation like this, of course, nulti
collinearity is always suspected. Accordingly a 
number of alternative procedures, including vari
able deletion and principal components regres
sion, were errplOfed, without inproving the re
sults. Indeed, the relative insensitivity of the 
rerraining coefficients to selected deletions of 
variables is supportive of the suggestions of 
Butler that .coefficient bias of even a severely 
restricted specification are rather limited. 
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Table 1: CLS Regression Results* 

Application---~~~------82~----- 822---~2 

---------------------·---------------------
Western 2777.0 0.508 3.370 
Massachusetts (2619.8) (3.195) (4.321) 0.783 

1\bntpelier -10283.7 -4.189 14.227 
(5436.9) (3.730) (8.368) 0.684 

------------------------------
* Standard errors are in parentheses. 

For CCI'!parisen, in respcnding to willing
ness-to-pay questiens, 63% of the householders 
indicated a willingness-to-pay a positive amount 
for increased water quality and 16% would pay 
over $50 - the highest figure quoted was $100. 
This, even though rrost claimed the condition of 
the Housatonic did not influence their decisien 
to b..rj. 

To be sure, th.e lack of positive results for 
this case stu<¥ does not invalidate the hedonic 
technique for valuing water quality. It nay well 
be, for exanple, that it is sinply not suitable 
for the case of changes fran dreadful to better, 
but still fairly inferior, water quality levels. 
See Epp and Al-Ani on this point. Thus, it was 
decided to repeat the experiment in an area with 
a higher quality river. 

1\bntpelier, Verrront: 'Ihe WiOCIOSki River 
flews through 1\bntpelier and was selected for 
follcw-up stu<¥ for several reasons . Initial 
conversations with area residents revealed a con
sensus that the river quality had been inproved 
rrarl<edly since se.-~age treatrrent was initiated in 
1969. Further, sane residents spcke of fishing 
and sw:inming in the river, activities which were 
quite unsafe before the installation of se.-~age 
treatment. Finally local realtors questioned in
dicated that housing price inflatien for this 
camuni ty has been approxirrately the sarre as that 
for the national average. In the absence of spe
cific local house inflatien indices, this corre
spcndence lends a rreasure of credibility to the 
use of the national housing conpcnent of the CPI 
for deflating prices to a oammon base. 

The analysis of the type reported in the 
previous sectien was repeated for 1\bntpelier, 
with a sanple of 40 ha.~seholds. To be very 
brief, the res~ts (Table 1) were quite similar. 
The value of R was a bit lcwer (0.684), similar 
structural characteristics variables were statis
tically significant (house age, lot size, number 
of batlrroans), and the water quality variable 
(assigned a value of 1 if purchased after 1969) 

was acCO!lpanied }¥ a negative estimated effect, 
significant at the .10 but not the . 05 level. 

Only tlNo individuals indicated that location 
near the river had ai'lf inpact en their decisien 
to buy', and only ene indicated intentions to use 
the Wincx:>ski for recreatien at the tirre of pur
chasing their hare. Quite sinply, there are su
perior water recreation areas nearcy. 
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IMPLICATIOOS 

Of course one cannot generalize on the basis 
of two futile atterrpts to rreasure inpacts of 
water quality Changes on residential property 
prices. And the hedonic technique has been ap
plied with success for a range of other enviren
rrental characteristics, including air and noise 
pollutien. Further, for the case of air pollu
tion, Brod<shire, et al. [1982] found renru:kable 
consistency betlNeen est:Iitates based on survey and 
hedonic techniques. Indeed their theoretical re
sult that the survey estimates should be oounded 
belcw cy zero and above cy the hedonic estimate 
of the value of the environrrental characteristic 
was .confirmed errpirically, with the survey re
sults in quite close agreerrent with hedonic find
ings. 

Hcwever, the Brod<shire application was 
tailor-made for success. First, the experiment 
tod< place in Los Angeles, where individuals are 
well aware of air quality differentials, where 
there are rather sharp pollution gradients across 
the region, and where public concern over air 
pollutien is strong. It seem; unlikely that 
there are close substitutes en a daily basis for 
the arrbient air envircnrrent: and, rrost inportant
ly, the fluid housing rrarl<et of the late 1970's 
in Los Angeles tended to minimize the disequilib
rium arguments. That is, the rapidly escalating 
house prices rrade it feasible to rrove often, de
spite the existence of real estate corrmissions 
and rroving expenses. 

OUr inpressien is that the conditions for 
estimating value of water quality are seldan so 
favorable. First, a rrajor ingredient of the 
value of a river to a nearby household is access 
to recreation. If there are close substitutes 
within the region, hedonic estimation becomes un
dependable. A second problem is ene of percep
tions. OUr two studies revealed that the sanple 
households have only vague notions of river water 
quality - certainly nothing rivaling the sophis
tication of rrost households in the South Coast 
Air Basin in Los Angeles, wherein radio and tele
v~s~on ne.-~s prograrrs and ne.-~spapers report the 
air quality index daily for various valleys in 
the basin. And air quality is pervasive and sub
ject to constant perception, in contrast with 
water quality which is generally of concern only 
on those occasions when the river is used. 



as fluid and with as wide a range of house rrodels 
as in Los Angeles during that period. It seerrs 
difficult, therefore, to minimize the Likelihood 
of chronic house mazket diseqt-~.librium due to the 
typical]¥ fairly substantial transaction costs. 
To this we add a revieNer' s observation that in 
addition to hane purchasers' criteria for selec
ting a hane to buy, we should not discount the 
method qy which offer price is generally set -
viz. , realtors visit, count bathr0Cil5, etc. , but 
seldan check water quality in the river nearcy. 

Finally, if the other problems weren't 
enough, we suspect that given the nultiplicity of 
objectives that bear on the choice of a hane to 
purchase, it stretches the imagination to believe 
that preferences for water quality characteris
tics are accurately reflected in the decision 
alongside all other arguments of the utility 
function. Limits to the infornation processing 
ability of the human mind have been discussed 
elseNhere in the JOORNAL (Willis and Per lack). 
Miller provided an early and an entertaining syn
thesis of the literature on this point. He be
gins, "My problem is that I have been persecuted 
cy an integer. For seven years this number has 
follcwed me around, has intruded in ny rrost pri
vate data, and has assaulted me fran the pages of 
our rrost public journals. This number assumes a 
variety of disguises, being sanetimes a little 
larger and sanetimes a little smaller than usual, 
but never changing so m.ieh as to be unrecogniz
able. The persistence with which this number 
plagues me is far rrore than a randan accident." 
Of course, this magical nunber is seven. He 
cites: 7 point rating scale; 7 categories for 
absolute judgment; 7 objects in the span of at
tention; 7 digits in span of imrediate merrory; 7 
days of weEk; 7 notes of nusical scale; 7 primary 
colors; 7 deadly sins; 7 digits of telephone num
bers, anong other "coincidences." He concludes 
that people are less accurate if they nust judge 
rrore than one attribute sirrultaneously - as they 
add attributes, they decrease the accuracy of the 
evaluation of any cne. Similar conclusions have 
been reached in subsequent work. For exanple, 
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Scott and Wright used regression analysis to comr 
pare buyers' decisions with self-reported weights 
for product evaluaticn. Increasing attributes to 
six led to instability in the weighting process. 

Sirrply put, then, given the rrultiplicity of 
pressing criteria used in selecting a home, a 
characteristic with a relatively minor valuation 
cy the individual rray not even be considered in 
the ultimate decision on which house to purchase. 
Alongside the other considerations, including the 
transaction costs of naking a change, it seems 
unlikely that the valuation of water quality 
differentials of less than one hundred dollars 
would be reflected in the sales price of a hane. 

It rray be well to state explicitly that our 
conclusion is not that cleaner water, on the case 
stuqy rivers or elseNhere, is without value. Our 
sirrple point is that for rrost applications the 
reasons given nake it unrealistic to expect that 
such valuations are accurately reflected in home 
purchase decisions. The results of our errpirical 
applications lend support to this conclusion, but 
are not essential to it. 

Freeman san&iches the introductory quote 
with " ... one's assessment of the hedonic tech
nique seems to depend upcn which end of the tele
scope one lcx::ks through in examining the theory, 
the assurrptions, and the data. The theory is 
logical and consistent, but i t involves a sub
stantial sirrplification and abstraction fran a 
corrplex· reality. The assU!!ptions are never comr 
plete]¥ realized in practice. But this is a 
dubious test of the validity of an errpirical 
rrodel. • . . But all of these criticisms can be 
raised against virtually any errpirical work on 
econanics. The hedonic teChnique for estimating 
benefits seerrs to pass the appropriate tests 
about as well, or as poorly, as any enpirical 
teChnique for estimating such things as demand 
functions, production functions, consurrption 
functions, and so forth." 

For sane applications of air pollution and 
noise, perhaps. But the points made above leave 
us with a healthy dose of skepticism in the case 
of water quality. 
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